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	II 

Abstract 

This study examines the strategies adopted by the global brand Dorito’s in Taiwan, and 

contrasts the communicative strategies with those used in Mexican market. The foundation of 

this analysis resided in Hofstede’s Cultural Dimensions. This research has sampled filmic 

advertisements used in previous and current campaigns in both countries available in social 

media and video sharing platforms. Cultural values, marketing appeals, and value paradoxes 

were analyzed, as well as other elements like product design and packaging have been 

assessed to understand the implications and the role that national culture plays when creating 

marketing strategies. Product localization and standardization have their implications in this 

study. Doritos’ brand communicative strategies have been modified to fit into the taste of 

Taiwanese buyers, adopting different appeals and values than those utilized in Mexican 

market. Recurrent use of value paradox, in harmony with Doritos’ brand values is found to be 

consistent in Mexico and Taiwan. One of the most remarkable value paradoxes adopted in 

branding is irreverence it extends the reach of campaigns, and brand memorability. Product 

standardization across markets has been a long-time strategy adopted by Doritos, although, 

some characteristics like flavor and spiciness level were modified in order to fit Taiwanese 

buyers’ taste. The data set utilized for the purposes of this study was constrained and 

dramatically reduced by the availability of video-based advertisements publicly available on 

social media channels of Doritos in each market. Doritos’ brand communicative strategies 

have been modified to fit into the taste of Taiwanese buyers, adopting different appeals and 

values than those utilized in Mexican market. Product standardization across markets has 

been a long-time strategy adopted by Doritos, although, some characteristics like flavor and 

spiciness level were modified in order to fit Taiwanese buyers’ taste. 

Keywords: Hofstede’s Cultural Dimensions, culture, cultural values, value paradox, 

marketing appeals, product design, communicative strategies. 
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Chapter One - Introduction 

What color is lemon ice cream? With this simple and even innocent question, asked 

during a marketing board meeting in a transnational company integrated by a multicultural 

staff, Esqueda de Vielma (2007) started an interesting conversation with multiples and 

contradictory answers. Astonished the representative from Brazil promptly replied, “Yellow 

very light, almost white”, some other answers came up around the table, “just yellow”, 

“white”, “cream color”, while the responsible from central and north America said 

“undoubtedly lemon green color”. This lead to a very interesting conversation about an often 

disregarded topic in cross marketing matters: cultural differences. Something so simple, as 

the color of an ice cream might be prone to so many different variations.  

More often than not, global companies roll out new products, having in mind one 

immense concern, profit. In a highly globalized market, standardization of every single aspect 

of manufacture or production is cautiously evaluated to help drop overall costs, look alike 

packing, similar formulations, alike flavors, and related marketing strategies. (Boddewyn, 

Soehl, & Picard, 1986). 

When carefully analyzed, small details in the final product could lead to a 

successfully embraced product or not (Esqueda de Vielma, 2007), taking back the example of 

the lemon ice cream, a clear creamy color product sold in Mexico, would perhaps lead to the 

consumer misconception that the lemon was not ripped enough or perhaps that it was not 

naturally flavored, hence, consumer could doubt about overall product quality. 

Beyond the anecdotal aspect of the situation, it should be noted that the globalization 

of economies is now a reality. This phenomenon, born merely in the economic sphere, 

responds to messages encoded in the language of the prices. Implementing a comprehensive 

strategy brings great benefits to multinational companies by reducing costs, thanks to the 

economies of scale, process standardization as well as savings per global marketing 
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campaigns or regional advertising campaigns, among many other benefits (Esqueda de 

Vielma, 2007). 

But this fact, should not hide the reality that globalization, as stated by Usunier (2005), 

is an economic phenomenon of companies, not consumers. 

It is the companies that "push consumers, rather than being a process ignited by the 

latter". Levitt (1983, pp. 92 - 102) claimed, that "the world's needs and desires have been 

irrevocably homogenized" seems to respond more to the needs of large corporations than to 

needs and consumer desires. The existing cultural differences seem to be of little importance, 

so big companies tend to minimize its importance, in many cases, but very often those 

differences appear as the key variable to explain buying and consumption behavior. 

However, to minimize cultural differences far from being positive, can become an 

obstacle to prevent the development and implementation of marketing strategies appropriate 

to the realities of the markets. 

For example, the countries in the Iberoamerican region have many similarities. 

Viewed from the outside, it is clear that these countries have a similarity to each other, much 

greater than when comparing the European countries between them. After all, these countries 

were colonized by Spanish or Portuguese over 500 years ago, the languages are therefore 

Spanish or Portuguese and the vast majority of the population professes the Catholic religion. 

Even the base of Latin-American food, from time immemorial, throughout Central and South 

America, is corn, "bread of the Indians" according to Rafael Cartay, is used to make tamales, 

tortillas, chips, tamales, arepas, etc. 

But in contrast with Asian countries, where Chinese culture was widely spread, 

different kinds of flavors and rituals prevailed across centuries from old dynasties, through 

wars to the current day where each country coined their very particular culture with wide 

varieties of languages and customs that may have been accentuated or marked these 
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differences such as natural wealth, climate, geographical location, migrations received, 

among many others. 

There are multiple differences, which can even be attributed to the stages of 

development in which the original populations of these lands were found before the arrival of 

the colonizers or another major historical breakpoint (Esqueda de Vielma, 2007). 

Cultural values in foreign markets are often ignored when multinational companies 

opt for cost-effective and standardized international advertising campaigns. Gregory and 

Munch (1997), however, posited that similarities and differences in cultures are closely 

watched by multinational firms, when creating global advertising strategies, thus, the degree 

of standardization of such strategies usually vary depending on those similarities and/or 

differences of the marketing environments in play. Each culture has an intricate mesh of 

goals, norms, values or other factors that should be considered when developing an 

advertising campaign. Belk, Bryce, and Pollay (1985) conclude: “In order to communicate 

successfully, advertising must appeal to values that are salient in the culture of its intended 

audience.” 

Cultural value orientation and attitudinal processes have been linked by some 

researchers. Members in collectivist societies usually favor values emphasizing group 

activities (Hui & Triandis, 1990). Extending these findings to communication and marketing 

strategies, advertising appeals often depicting value orientations consistent with the intended 

audience are more likely to be persuade more effectively than those ads utilizing inconsistent 

values (Gregory & Munch, 1997). 

Every marketing material presented in any given channel to a defined audience has 

implicit and more often than not, explicit marketing strategies, advertising appeals and values 

according to the intended target, if correctly conjugated, these elements will result in a highly 

attractive and successful publicity with a great rate of conversion. With this in mind is that 
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this study aims in analyzing the direction taken by Doritos in two culturally and 

geographically distant countries, Mexico and Taiwan.  

Chapter Two - Literature Review 

2.1 Culture 

Culture, in a general way, is understood as the set of manifestations of a society, or 

how that society sees itself. Culture is also conceived as the set of great human works, hence 

accustomed to identifying a cultured man as one who knows a lot of art or history. In a way, 

culture is understood as part of who people are, individually and socially. In a broader 

approach, culture encompasses every shared patterns of behaviors and interactions, cognitive 

paradigms, and understandings that are learned by socialization. Thus, it can be seen as the 

growth of a group identity nurtured by social patterns exclusive to the group. Culture is often 

seen as a key component in today’s interconnected societies, composed by many 

ethnologically diverse societies, culture has never been fixed, it is fundamentally flowing and 

incessantly in motion (Zimmermann, 2015). 

 

2.2 Culture Comparison Study 

Since back in 1980, scholars starting noting a crescent interest for cross-cultural 

studies, works like Hofstede (1984) and his book Culture’s Consequence: International 

Differences in Work-related Values or more recently, De Mooij (2013) with her book Global 

Marketing and Advertising: Understanding Cultural Paradoxes, strongly denote the interest 

and preoccupation to have full knowledge of culture and its implications in business affairs. 

Thus, it has awakened an enormous significance in the business and academic world, for 

exploring national cultures, foremost with the purpose of being able to catalog them and 

making significant comparisons among them, giving birth to what Sackmann (1997) called 

Cross-national investigation. This kind of studies basically seek to analyze distance among 
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countries based on their cultures, to be able to comprehend groups of countries with culture 

as an index as well as their links with predominant values and corporate cultures. 

Several theories and models proposed in the framework of cross-national studies are 

generally developed by analyzing values to characterize societies as a whole. These models, 

seek answers to a series of basic problems affronted by all societies (De Mooij, 2010). 

Commonly analyzed problems are closely related with the way to solve confrontation 

between autonomy of the individual and the adaptation within groups and norms constituting 

society, widely known as Individualism / Collectivism conflict (Hofstede, 1984).  

Identifying some answers that society give to such problems, in this kind of 

framework, gives birth to certain typologies or dimensions that help to examine differences 

or similitudes present among societies when proposing solutions to basic problems frequently 

present in all of them (Tayeb, 2001). 

Working with dimensions, the most recurrent method, one of the goals is to represent 

each one of the multiple defining aspects of national culture. Hence, different postulated 

dimensions should be empirically verifiable, so they are supported by a large number of 

variables and using statistical methods of data reduction, allow development of indicators to 

rate each nation (Esqueda de Vielma, 2007). 

Most used models for comparison purposes are those using dimensions because they 

allow national cultures to be contrasted based on each relevant dimension. Even enabling the 

formation of groups of nations.  

For the purpose of this thesis, it is fundamental to first understand the role that culture 

has in marketing and how culture can be measured. Studies of the studies that have been 

published, for example and just to name the most relevant, Trompenaars and Hampden-

Turner (2011) presented a model including seven cultural dimensions, Schwartz and Bilsky 

(1990) on their side, presented seven kinds of values at cultural level and the most famous 
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and broadly used by scholars to measure culture and business affairs is Hofstede (1984) and 

his studies of five cultural dimensions.  

 

2.3 Hoefstede Cultural Dimensions 

Using these dimensions will provide a framework to analyze and better understand 

how marketing strategies are cast in each country subject to the present thesis. Geert Hofstede 

(1984) defines culture as the collective mindset that controls the answers given by individuals 

at any moment. Each person has a series of patterns, feelings and reactions – Hofstede 

defines this as Mental Software – that have been learned during life, meaning that part of the 

person behavior is dictated by that collective mindset. It is this precise collective fingerprint 

that distinguishes members of a group or culture from another.  Applying the latter definition 

in business affairs, and based in his international experience, Hofstede observes that 

preponderant values in a society influence the way marketing is constructed in each nation. 

In the early 80’s Hofstede, identified empirically four dimensions using a survey that 

IBM executed on its employees related to job associated values, he discerned predominant 

values to order each one of the nations where this survey took place; the dimensions: Power 

Distance (DI), Individualism/Collectivism (IDV), Masculinity/Femininity (MAS), 

Uncertainty Avoidance (UAI), (See Table 1). 

Table 1. 
Hofstede’s Cultural Dimensions. 

Power 
Distance 

It discusses the extent to which the less powerful members of a society accept the unequal 
distribution of power. 

Individualism / 
Collectivism 

Refers to the priority given to the person or the group (often the extended family). Individualism 
is related to the individual’s emotional independence from the group, while collectivism reflects a 
dependency and a sense of pert. 

Masculinity / 
Femininity 

Division of emotional roles between men and women. On one hand Masculine cultures emphasize 
stereotypical gender behavior and values like success, money and competition on the other hand 
Feminine cultures do not emphasize role differences, are not competitive and value cooperation 
and care of the weak members. 

Uncertainty Levels of stress or tension in society facing an uncertain future. Nations of high avoidance of 
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Avoidance uncertainty, seek safety by establishing strict codes, norms and beliefs. Nations with low 
uncertainty are more relaxed, more accepting of risk and more tolerant. 

Long-Term  
Orientation It argues the possibility of focusing all people’s efforts in the future or in the present. 

Indulgence / 
Restraint 

A society allows relatively free gratification of basic and natural human drives. Related to 
enjoying life and having fun. A restrained society suppresses gratification of needs and regulates it 
by means of strict social norms. 

Source: Compiled from Hofstede (2011) 

 

It was until 1991, when Hofstede introduced a fifth dimension: Long-Term 

Orientation (LTO)(Hofstede, Hofstede, & Minkov, 1991). He remarks that LTO is essential 

to explain the fast growing pace experienced by many Asian countries during the 80’s. This 

new dimension is supported in moral, and certain ethic precepts professed by Confucius 

about work dynamics, which include saving money, perseverance, a sense of shame and the 

acceptance of certain hierarchical structures. Although this dimension was identified with a 

survey of Chinese values, it is recognizable in any cultural environment, fundamentally, 

because of the orientation given to life across time. 

The sixth and more recently added dimension is label as Indulgence versus Restraint 

following Minkov (2012) previous studies. Also based on other recent projects such as the 

World Values Survey, it is more or less complementary to Long-versus Short-Term 

Orientation.  

Indulgence versus Restraint dimension focuses on aspects not sufficiently covered by 

the other five dimensions. On one side, Indulgence englobe a society that allows relatively 

free gratification of most basic and natural human desires closely related to enjoying life and 

having fun. On the other side, Restraint stands for societies with strong social norms that 

regulate gratification needs (Beugelsdijk, Maseland, & Hoorn, 2015). 

It should be noted that overall scores for Indulgence and Restraint dimension are 

available for 93 countries and regions. On average, Indulgence prevail in South and North 
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America, whilst Restraint predominates in Eastern Europe, in Asia and in the Muslim World, 

and the Mediterranean Europe tends to stay in a neutral position (Hofstede, 2011). 

Later on this section, the results obtained in Hofstede’s study by Mexico and Taiwan 

the base countries subjects of this study will be presented and discussed (Figure 1). 

Hofstede’s analysis is considered as the cornerstone on which a big majority of culture 

comparison projects are based on.  

Figure 1. Hofstede’s Cultural Dimensions Scores, Mexico vs Taiwan. 

 

Source: Adaptation from Hofstede (2016) 
 

 Hofstede (1984) argues that, on one hand individualism is inversely related with 

power distance, being so, at least at a cultural level, individualism is the opposite of accepting 

hierarchies and social inequality, and on the other hand, Hofstede (1998a) mentioned that 

collectivism tends to be confused with masculinity/femininity.  

2.4 Scores for Mexico and Taiwan 

 To broaden the understanding of these cultures, it is very useful to examine the scores 

obtained from Hofstede’s database, they compare every cultural dimension between Mexico 

and Taiwan.  

0
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Individualism Masculinity Uncertainty 
Avoidance

Long Term 
Orientation

Indulgenge

Mexico 81 30 69 82 24 97

Taiwan 58 17 45 69 93 49
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Power of distance. 

Mexico 81 vs Taiwan 58; World Average 55. 

Both countries have a relative elevated score, indicating hierarchical societies. People 

tends to accept their position in the society without asking for justifications. 

Individualism 

Mexico 30 vs Taiwan 17; World Average 43. 

Hoefstede found that Mexico is 43% more individualist than its counterpart. 

Both countries are considered highly collectivistic. Show commitment to long-term 

relationship in a group. Everybody tends to follow social rules even when they go against 

their personal beliefs. 

Masculinity 

Mexico 69 vs Taiwan 45; World Average 51. 

Mexico is considered a masculine society and values success, money and competition, 

whereas Taiwan with its relative low score is a feminine society thus, do not emphasize role 

differences, are not competitive, value cooperation and care for the weak members. 

Uncertainty Avoidance 

Mexico 82 vs Taiwan 69; World Average 66. 

Both countries are high in this dimension, representing the importance of rigid codes 

of belief, there is an emotional need for established rules. 

Long Term Orientation 

Mexico 24 vs Taiwan 93; World Average 45. 

There is a notorious difference between both countries, while Mexico has the lowest 

score, it makes this culture more open to changes without forgetting traditions, less likely to 

save for the future, whilst Taiwan with a high score is more pragmatic, propensity to save and 

invest for the future. 
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Indulgence 

Mexico 97 vs Taiwan 49;  

Mexico has a very high score, meaning that people is willing to fulfil their needs and 

realize their impulses, desires and have fun, great tendency for optimism, and great value to 

leisure time, whereas Taiwan with an intermediate score does not make any distinctions. 

Individualism – collectivism is probably the most fundamental dimension of cultural 

variability recognized in cross-cultural studies (Han & Shavitt, 1994). The individualism – 

collectivism dimension is so critical that is often deemed as “central to an understanding of 

cultural values, of work values, of social systems, as well as in the studies of morality, the 

structure of constitutions and cultural patterns” (Triandis, Brislin, & Hui, 1988). 

This analysis centers on cross-cultural differences in advertising, a form of persuasive 

communication that’s is highly predominant in many societies, both individualist and 

collectivist, it also observes how this core dimension of cultural adaptability is reflected in 

the advertising appeals employed by Doritos in two different markets (Mexico and Taiwan) 

that have been shown to marginally differ on the mentioned cultural dimension according to 

Hofstede (2016). 

Not many previous studies have taken place regarding the implications of cultural 

differences in stakes of a social process fundamental to all cultures: persuasion. Persuasive 

communications transmit and reflect the values of a culture. 

 

2.5 Individualism and Collectivism 

Conceivably the most widely used dimension of cultural adaptability when cultural 

comparison takes place (Gudykunst & Ting-Toomey, 1988). Described by Hofstede (1984) 

as the relationship between individuals and the collectivity that predominate in certain society. 
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 On one hand in individualistic societies, individuals usually prefer independent 

relationships to others and tend to lesser in-group goals to their particular goals, on the other 

hand, individuals in collectivistic cultures are more prone to have codependent relationships 

to their in-groups and lesser their personal goals to their in-group goals. Individualistic 

cultures are associated with accents on individuality, accomplishment, autonomy, high levels 

of competition and hedonism. Collectivistic cultures are associated with emphases on 

interdependence, harmony, family security, social hierarchies, cooperation, and low levels of 

competition.  

 Individualistic and collectivistic cultures are considered to have important variances 

in members’ social perceptions and social conduct. Members of these cultures have very 

distinctive construals of the self, of others, and of the interdependence of the two (Markus & 

Kitayama, 1991). 

The self in terms of in-group relationships is defined to a greater extent in 

collectivistic cultures than individualistic cultures for example family, and ethnic identity. 

Additionally, members of collectivistic cultures perceive their in-group to be more 

harmonized than their out-groups, although the opposite is true amid persons in 

individualistic societies (Triandis et al., 1988). Such cultural discrepancies in the perceived 

relation of the self to others have been shown to have many other cognitive, emotional and 

behavioral consequences (Han & Shavitt, 1994). 

The cultural pattern found in most northern and western regions of Europe and North 

America is rather individualistic, whereas the most common cultural pattern in Asia, Africa, 

Latin America and the pacific is collectivistic (Hofstede, 1984). In the present thesis, the 

United States of Mexico and the Republic of China, or Mexico and Taiwan for short 

respectively, were selected, although by theory (Hofstede, 1984) both have collectivistic 
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cultural patterns, the advertising appeals which will be discussed later on, used by Doritos in 

each country are rather different, even though, the targeted consumer profile is quite similar. 

 

2.6 Advertising Appeals 

According to De Mooij (2013),  three main aspects of advertising style’s elements are 

prone to be influenced by culture: (a) the values and motives included in the appeal, the 

central message; (b) the basic advertising form; and (c) the execution: casting and activities 

portrayed, setting and interrelationship. 

Moriarty et al. (2014) defines an appeal as “something that makes the product 

particularly attractive or interesting to the consumer.” And some of the examples of appeals 

stated by them include security, esteem, fear, sex, and sensory pleasure. 

Appeals are generally used when describing a creative strategy, as example an 

emphasis on price can fit in economy appeal, whereas, when presenting quality, or expensive 

products a status appeal is taking place. 

Sar and Rodriguez (2014) listed marketing appeals as follows bellow: 

1. Individualistic appeals  

a. Independence, 

b. self-expression, 

c. self-sufficiency, and 

d. the importance of following one’s own personal goals even if these are 

inconsistent with social standards. 

2. Collectivist appeals 

a. Express social ideas, such as acceptance, 

b. Social interests, 

c. Group actions, and 
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d. the importance of being a good group or family member who follows rules 

established by society even if these rules conflict with personal goals. 

3. Functional appeals, emphasize information about the key utilitarian characteristics 

of products, such as: 

a. price, 

b. quality, 

c. novelty, 

d. style, and 

e. their ability to remove or avoid problems. 

In addition to the previous list, sex appeal has also been taken into consideration for 

this study. It is based around the appearance of nudity and the use of sexual attractiveness or 

suggestiveness (Bello, Pitts, & Etzel, 1983). Also, musical appealing is considered for the 

current analysis. 

Aligning sentiments with marketing has already proven to be successful, but messing 

with profound positive cultural memoirs can be an invaluable trick, especially for engaging 

millennials, smart brands are maximizing nostalgia marketing appeals with great results 

sharing compelling blasts from the past with millennials, likely reaching them on an 

emotional level (Friedman, 2016). 

In times where impersonal digital platforms take over, using nostalgic appeal as a 

bridge to connect people is an easy path for marketers to leverage those old optimistic 

feelings that come along when remembering the past, in addition, associating brand messages 

with positive references from past decades humanizes the brand, building significant 

connections of past and present. 

Belk (1990) and Holbrook and Schindler (1991) define nostalgia as that desire to 

return into past triggered by smells, pictures, music or other objects. The more marketers 
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understand the great influence of nostalgia has allowed the creation of campaigns that evoke 

nostalgia through fantasies or memories. 

Appeals often reflect core values of cultures, although advertising appeals do not 

necessarily follow the norms of a culture and they could even go against them giving place to 

a value paradox (De Mooij, 2013). 

 

2.7 Value Paradox 

According to the Cambridge dictionary, a paradox is a situation or statement that 

seems impossible or is difficult to understand because it contains two opposite facts or 

characteristics. 

Values like self-actualization, self-interest, and self-esteem are examples of reflection 

of culture and are common in individualistic cultures, so it is having it your own way or 

doing it by yourself tend to be frequent expressions in individualistic cultures. However, the 

sense of belonging is also a very strong value present in individualistic cultures which 

seemingly gives place to a paradox. This happens due to opposing elements present in the 

same value. Therefore, advertising appeals may represent two opposing assertions about 

values. This phenomenon is associated to the “desirable and the desired, the distinction 

between what people think ought to be desired and what people actually desire, or how 

people think the world ought to be versus what people want for themselves.” (Hofstede et al., 

1991, p. 55). The desirable refers to general norms in a society and could be labeled as 

correct or incorrect, whilst the desired is just that, what people wants, and what is considered 

important for the self and this is what the mainstream in a country do (De Mooij, 2013). 

 There is, however, another paradox that relates with the gap among words and deeds, 

between what individuals say they do or will do and the actual actions taken.  
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Every communicative strategy is comprised of many pieces that fit together like a 

puzzle, each one of them as important as the rest, those elements play a vital role in the 

success of a brand in every market. The differences observed in global marketing campaigns 

as an international master’s degree pursuant arouse questions that the author of this study 

considered could not stayed unanswered, with a product that had its origins in Mexican food 

and has been brilliantly successful across many markets, Taiwan included, there was a need 

to understand the primordial foundations in play for the accomplishment of this brand in such 

a culturally different country. 

The current thesis attempts to analyze Doritos’ communicative strategies employed in 

Mexico in contrast with Taiwan. More specifically, this study raises two questions, the first 

one (R. Q. 1) is related to a comparative analysis of advertising campaign launched in Taiwan; 

the second question (R. Q. 2) however, studies Doritos’ product adaptation and packaging. 

2.1 R.Q. 1  

What appealing strategies are employed by Doritos in Taiwan to localize its product images? 

2.2 R.Q. 2 

How are Doritos’ product design and packaging localized in Taiwan? 
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Chapter Three - Methodology 

This thesis will analyze two different interventions of a very specific product that has 

been in the market since the 1970’s and has approached different markets, it will focus on 

marketing strategies launched by Doritos a product brand owned by Frito-Lay Inc., under 

license of PepsiCo Inc., and the role that culture has played in order to enter such different 

markets. 

The proposed approach for the pertinent analysis in both markets, Mexican and 

Taiwanese, is a comparative case study complemented with a textual analysis in order to 

produce more generalizable knowledge about causal questions and understand how and why 

certain marketing strategies have worked or failed in one or another market.  

 

3.1 Comparative Case Study 

Comparative case studies are used over time and accentuate situational contrast across 

similar contexts (Goodrick, 2014). This methodology is malleable enough to complement a 

qualitative method and is particularly useful for understanding and explaining how cultural 

contexts influence the successful participation of the brand in two markets, and how better it 

could be tailored to achieve better outcomes and improve marketing strategies. 

In order to follow Goodrick’s proposed flow for the analysis of case studies as shown 

in Figure 2, the first step is to clarify the appropriate research questions and purpose of the 

study step that has been done in the introduction of the present thesis proposal. It should be 

noted that one of the primarily commitments of using comparative cases methodology in this 

thesis is to describe the similarities and differences found between Doritos marketing 

strategies in two key markets, all this to generate a holistic view of the results drawn by such 

strategies.   
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Another goal is to make an interpretation of the implications of those similarities and 

differences and finally make comparisons to identify certain explanatory propositions about 

how and why some strategies work in particular contexts and why other strategies have 

different results (Yin, 1994). 

 

 

3.2 Presentation of Results and Analysis 

Although, there are not defined rules or requirements to present results of comparative 

case studies, the present thesis is to follow the proposed model used by the United Nations, 

given the fact that scenarios from different countries will take part. Case study reports offer 

Figure 2. Logic of comparative cases studies  

 
Source: Adaptation from Goodrick (2014) 
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the advantage of being accessible to different audiences in contrast to other type of evaluation 

analysis. All in all, a comparative case study should include at minimum (Campbell, 2010): 

• Research Questions, 

• Rationale for the selection of such methodology, 

• Discussion of case selection, 

• Type of cases examined and overall strategy, parallel or sequential cases, 

• Description of how propositions were developed, elaborated or tested within 

the comparative case studies design, 

• Methods of data collection, data management and analysis, 

• Brief discussion of within case and across case analysis, 

• Limitations of the study – difficulties encountered and shortcomings of data 

collection and/or analysis that may have influenced the study findings. 

 

3.3 Textual Analysis 

Textual analysis, according to Frey, Botan, and Kreps (2007) is the method that 

communication researchers use to describe and interpret the characteristics of a recorded or 

visual message. Qualitative researchers have based their work in this methodology, starting 

from existing images and observations. This method pretends to broaden up comprehension 

of phenomena out of a rigorous and critical analysis of the information, meaning, testing 

hypothesis in order to agree or disagree is not the main purpose of this methodology the main 

intention is to fully comprehend the topic (see Figure 3). 

Figure 3. Textual Analysis Cycle 
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 Moraes (2003) divided this approach in 4 main steps as follows:  

1. Unitarization.  

In-depth examination of every element to be included in the research. In this 

case, on one hand, the examination of pieces of television advertising 

broadcasted both in Mexico and Taiwan and on the other hand, the different 

flavors adopted by the brand in each market. 

2. Categorization. 

This step in the cycle of textual analysis, consists in making categories for 

each unit previously built and is pretty much the central aspect of this 

methodology.  

This process is a constant comparison among units defined in the previous 

step. 

3. Understanding. 

Creation of analytic meta-data, to express the sense of each piece of analyzed 

material.  

This textual structure is composed upon each category and subcategory 

obtained in the latter step. 

4. Auto-organization.  

This methodology culminates when the meta-data production is accomplished. 

This involves a deconstruction progression, take into many fragments each 

material and then put it back together using an intuitive auto-organizing 

Source: Adaptation from  Goodrick (2014); Moraes (2003) 
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process, going from disorder and chaos into creation of new sets of 

understanding. 

 
 

3.4 Sampling 

The video advertisment clips were selected according to availability, some of them 

were part of previous campaigns and earlier cobranded campaigns, and thus were not 

available in the official social media accounts of Doritos such as Facebook or YouTube, 

neither in Mexico nor in Taiwan. 

For this study, video advertising launched with approxiametely the same date, and 

intended to promote similar flavors were selected. The sampling occurred during november 

of 2016, accesing YouTube from Taiwan, the ads selected for this study belong to previous 

and current campaigns in both countries, with the purpose to analyse localized versus the first 

global campaing launched for this product and the way it was localized in each country, in 

total all sampled ads sum up more than 8,230,000 views on YouTube.  

In total, 11 videos were analyzed, five from campaings released in Mexico and six 

from Taiwan. 
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Chapter Four - Case Study 

4.1 Brand Story - Doritos “Little bits of gold” 

Brand Analysis 

Parent Company PepsiCo Inc. 

Marketing / 
Manufacturer 

Frito-Lay Inc. 

Category Fried Snacks 

Sector Food and Beverage 

Tagline / Slogan Snack Strong; Dangerously bold; The loudest taste on earth. For The Bold 

Unique Selling 
Proposition 

Tasty Mexican style snack with many flavor variants. 

Target Teenagers, young adults and adults. 

SWOT Analysis 

Strengths • Highly perceived as an International symbol. 
• Many variants of flavors and shapes. 
• Important brand support from its parent company. 
• Popular and available in many countries. 
• Preferential positioning across stores shelves. 
• Powerful branding and aggressive with 360 degrees marketing campaigns with 

intensive promotions. 
• Recognized for its strong and tasty flavors, eye appealing packaging. 
• Distribution Channels already established by parent company. 

Weaknesses • Perception of unhealthy snack because of negative media coverage and lawsuits. 
• Its popularity is quite reduced in emerging economies, reflecting in volume sales 

decrease. 

Opportunities • Capitalize on its international perception particularly with strong marketing 
strategies in emerging markets. 

• Increase promotional inserts and engaging through social media in every possible 
market. 

Threats • The segment is highly competitive and very attractive for competition. 
• People is changing its perception towards snacks, altering alimentation habits. 

Competition 

Competitors United States: Pringles, Lays, Cheetos 
Mexico: Sabritas Originales, Takis de Barcel, Pringles. Cheetos, Chips Barcel,  
Taiwan: Pringles, Cadina, Lays, Kuai Kuai, Cheetos, 

Source: MBASchool (2016) 
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Doritos is the starred product for this thesis, the story of the original idea for the 

product is neither accepted nor denied by the brand. However, marketers and brand historians 

have concluded that Doritos had its origins in the happiest place on Earth, Disneyland 

(Northrup, 2014). 

When recently inaugurated, Disneyland featured a Mexican style restaurant, themed 

about Fritos another chips brand by PepsiCo, called Casa de Fritos, they offered tamales, 

enchiladas and other Mexican dishes. Arellano (2012) argues that in 1960 a sales 

representative of Alex Foods, one of the main suppliers of the Casa de Fritos, saw employees 

disposing of old tortillas or as Cravioto, Anderson, Lockhart, Miranda, and Harris (1945) call 

them “The Bread of Mexico”, the representative suggested the employees to deep fried and 

season the tortillas, it was a success with patrons. Arellano also relates that Frito-Lay 

marketing executive Archibald Clark "Arch" West saw the potential in the snack and planned 

a national rollout. There are two possible roots from where Doritos got its name, the first one 

and less popular derives from the Mexican Spanish word doradito meaning “golden brown”, 

while the most popular and commonly addressed by marketers is that Doritos took its name 

from Spanish expression “Pedacitos de Oro” or “Little bits of gold”. 

By 1966 Doritos finally made it into American shelves, but it was until 1972 when 

Frito-Lay launched the most famous flavor of all times, the Nacho Cheese. In 1992, Frito-Lay 

made some changes in the formulation to eliminate the “Dorito Breath”, later in 1994, 

another makeover took place when sharp corners where made round and each chip became 

15 percent thinner and 20 percent larger, Doritos represented $1.3 billion in net revenue and 

was already a top selling snack (Ward, 2016). 
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4.2 Marketing Campaing For the Bold. 

 Marketing team in Doritos is well aware that when consumers can connect instantly 

across borders with the easiness of social media, it does not make much sense to keep 

different brand identities (Schultz, 2013). 

During spring 2013, Doritos redesigned its bag and launched its first global campaign 

“For the Bold” carried by the global marketing agency Goodby Silverstein & Partners. 

This campaign has included numerous offline and online spots starting in United 

States, cradle of the brand, and was gradually spread to other countries with similar themes, 

in an effort to standardize the brand across markets.  

With the rise of social media and technology, our world is smaller and 
more connected than ever before," Mr. Krishnan said. "We have found that 
our consumers across the world share very similar passions and interests, 
but until now may not have had a consistent way of speaking about the 
Doritos brand." The campaign "is our way of connecting these fans 
worldwide, as we now provide a consistent storyline, and look and feel 
from the Doritos brand."(Schultz, 2013) 

 

This campaign uses as a particular feature for the video advertising, the titles: “3 Doritos 

Later”, and “5 Doritos Later” (Figure 4), which enact as detonators, as if eating Doritos 

would trigger a chain reaction of adventurous and unknown results,  giving a feeling that the 

more it is consumed, the stronger every effect will be, immediately after,  an extremely fast 

paced series of footages evoking activities highly enticing for their targeted consumers is 

portrayed, each one of the sampled commercials pertaining to this campaign contain the latter 

structure although footages are usually alternated with activities related to the main plot of 

the ad.  
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Figure 4 – Titles - Doritos for The Bold, Impostor 

  

  

  

  
 

Source: Adaptation from YouTube (2013) 

 

4.3 Analysis 

4.3.1. Sex Appeal 

A) Fiesta de Disfraces. Abre la boca, Open your mouth. (2011). Mexico. 

This sample runs with a highly connoted sex appeal; the campaign’s slogan gives enough 

ambiguity to conduct a message with sexual innuendos, “If you open your mouth many things 

could happen”, (Si abres la boca pueden pasar muchas cosas). This ad develops around a 

small white outfit for the main character, she is trying to decide whether or not this dress 
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would be appropriate for a regular birthday celebration, encouraged by her interlocutors she 

decides to turn her event into a costumes party, she finally gets to use the small piece of 

garment with everybody’s approval (Figure 5). Many of the appeals used in this ad go against 

those classified by Sar and Rodriguez (2014) as individualistic appeals such as self-

sufficiency, even though Mexico, the country of broadcasting is highly collectivist, hence a 

clear use of a value paradox. 

Figure 5 – Doritos, Abre La Boca 

  

  
Sex Appeal and Value Paradox. 

 

Source: Compilation from YouTube (2011) 

 

B) Impostor. For The Bold. (2013). Mexico. 

This sample belongs to the first global campaign deployed by Doritos, For The Bold 

(Schultz, 2013). 

Albeit, a different campaign than previous sampled commercial, Doritos kept in line with 

luring and sexual messages present in past campaigns, probably because as Shimp (1997) 

explained sex appealing content can enhance brand and message recall mostly because sexual 

content is easy to relate to and highly memorable. The main plot for this ad, suggests that the 
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principal character is supplanting somebody else, and enjoying life as the guy being 

impersonated, at the end he and his crew get discovered once the supplanted person comes 

into scene, the main setting of this ad happens in a pool party, this is in the context of 

Mexican culture, evokes that alcohol and sex could be involved, the group of three male 

friends is displayed having a “Bold Experience”, in each frame Doritos is in the principal 

character’s hand as if the bag where part of the group, suggesting that every time something 

farfetched or irreverent will happen Doritos is there hand-by-hand with the consumer (Figure 

6). 

Figure 6. Doritos Impostor. 

 

  

  
Doritos bag shown as part of the group. 

 

Source: Compilation from YouTube (2013) 

 

4.3.2. Nostalgic Appeal 

C) Co-Branded with Nintendo. For The Bold (2016). Mexico. 

This is an advertisement cobranded with Nintendo, the promotion offers 25 

collectable stickers contained in the bags, also, each sticker has a printed code referred to as 

token which user must register online at Doritos website, in order to participate and possible 

win some of the promotional video game consoles.  
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Remarkable how Doritos uses visual and audio effects from Mario Kart 64 an old 

videogame released back 1997 (Corbie, 2007), while the main characters depicted by this ad 

were children during the release of the game, now portrayed as young adults an obvious 

reference to the so-called millennials generation, in a setting that seems to be boring and 

plain, a Doritos bag is opened, it is then that a series of nostalgic elements from the 

mentioned videogame take place (Figure 7). 

Figure 7. Nostalgic Elements  

Nostalgic elements from the videogame. 

  

  
Co-Branded with Nintendo. For The Bold (2016). Mexico. 

Source: Compilation from YouTube (2016) 

 

D) Pyramids. For The Bold (2016). Mexico. 

A young adult male plays the role of an Egyptian emperor, he eats a Doritos chip and gets 

the inspiration to create an upside down pyramid (Figure 8).  
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Figure 8 – Doritos, Pyramids 

  

  
Irreverence as value paradox a highly used element by Doritos campaigns. 

 

Source: Compilation from YouTube (2016) 

 

For this sample, value paradox irreverence is a central element used to construct the 

concept of the commercial, when seen in perspective nothing in this ad makes sense, starting 

with the time-space context to where the product is situated in the middle of the desert, 

objects like an upside down pyramid, camels, a dancing pharaoh eating Doritos. A hidden 

element could perhaps be interpreted in the inverted pyramid itself, often represented as a 

conceptual organization structure that attempts to upturn the traditional pyramid of 

hierarchical societies, usually in this kind of groups key decisions are made by the lowest 

individuals in the ranking, while progressively adopted by individuals with higher rankings, 

or might simply be an evocation to the Doritos’ triangular shape, it is hard to tell, it does not 

matter, the sole purpose of every element in this sample is to be irrelevant. 

  This ad uses the aforementioned Doritos Titles (Figure 9) that include very 

contemporary elements in contradiction with the main plot.  The whole commercial is more 

of an irreverent mind-game pieced together to start discussions and create memorability, 

while enforcing the message of the brand. 
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Figure 9 – Titles - Doritos for The Bold, Pyramids 

  

  

  

   

Source: Adaptation from YouTube (2013) 

 

E) Walter Mercado. For The Bold (2016). Mexico. 

Walter Mercado a Puerto Rican actor and dancer, best known as a television personality 

for his shows as an astrologer. His astrology predictions aired on Latin America and United 

States for more than two decades. For this ad he plays the role of a star of the firmament that 

becomes a constellation smiling from space before a young couple who eats Doritos in his 

convertible car, probably the most surrealistic ad from Doritos in recent times. 
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The celebrated astrologer falls in love with an astronaut costume, eats some Doritos, next 

the For The Bold Titles (Figure 10), later on, he rejuvenates, is suddenly in space with zero 

gravity, and abruptly he becomes a constellation that watches over you (Figure 11). In fact, 

he already knows everything that has happened to him for 50 years, when the Puerto Rican 

began his astrological predictions. 

Figure 10 – Titles - Doritos for The Bold, Walter Mercado 

    
Title 3 Doritos Later; With an explosive sequence of footage evoking highly appealing activities such as sky 
diving, sex, and alcohol ingestion.  

    
Title 5 Doritos Later; Party, again a highly tantalizing character, and an exploding car. 

 

Source: Adaptation from YouTube (2016) 

 

Choosing Walter Mercado, a character apparently so far from the young audience to 

which the brand is addressed may seem irrational and in a way it is, because that is what 

Doritos is looking for, the surprise and the irreverence to reach the millennials and the 

generation Z (those born from 1995). These generations move in a digital world where the 

peculiar, the nostalgic and the surprise is transmitted fast by the network. Walter Mercado is 

a figure that combines all these characteristics: Walter could seem disconnected from an 

audience of 18, but it's just the opposite. It generates a lot of digital content, it's a unique 

character. The king of the esoteric, the excessive and antediluvian figure that is Walter 

Mercado has connected with an audience that Doritos wants to conquer since in 2013 when 

launched it’s "For the Bold" campaign. 

Jorge Martinez, creative director of BBDO Mexico, the agency responsible for the 

advertisement remarked: 
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"We wanted to take his figure (Walter Mercado’s) to the extreme, 
Walter Mercado always looks at you. It makes enough sense although it 
seems surreal, from a 30-second commercial, we've got people talking, 
spreading the story of the ad, and wondering what it means, No one really 
understands the message of the advertisement, but many say it will 
change the course of your life, and that for a brand and an advertising 
agency is a great success." (Univision, 2016). 

 
 

 

4.3.3. Musical Appeal 

F) Wilber Pan. MRT (2009). Taiwan. 

A young teenager role played by famous singer Wilber Pan, defies the norms imposed by 

society, showing irreverence to the highly strict rules of Taipei Metro, that restrict eating 

after certain areas, he dances and mocks while eating Doritos crossing back and forth the 

limit line challenging the police officer trying to enforce the aforementioned. The first scene 

of the commercial will give away the context of the situation, using familiar sounds from the 

Metro system, next and almost immediately the line reading “禁止飲食”which is 

equivalent to “Do not eat or drink” along with the face of a police officer giving a 

straightforward message, rules are everywhere, and you are being watched (Figure 12). The 

way the teenager behaves, dancing and mocking, crossing the limit line back and forth is a 

clear way to say: “rules are there but we still do whatever we want.” Another important 

element of the context is the people in the background, who is cherishing the teenager as he 

Figure 11 – Doritos Walter Mercado 

  
Walter Mercado eating Doritos and travelling to space. 

 

Source: Compilation from YouTube (2016) 
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disobeys the norms, almost as a reminder that breaking rules could be accepted among peers, 

to a certain heroic level. 

Figure 12 – Doritos MRT 

  
Elements representing the general norm and how those rules are enforced. 

 

Source: Compilation from YouTube (2009) 

 

This ad was aired four years before the For The Bold campaign was conceived, however, 

the message ever since then has been pretty much the same, to be irreverent, think out of the 

box, impose your own rules.  

 

G) Crowd Lu. Electrify Your Nights (2011). Taiwan.  

This sampled ad, is rather different than previously reviewed commercials, is what seems 

to be part of a series of advertisings where a strong endorsement is the fundamental core of 

campaigns and using irreverence as value paradox is a bit neglected, instead, different 

approaches take place, using appeals like music, with highly denoted elements like electric 

cords, synthesizers, drums, and neon lights recreate an ad hoc environment to promote 

Doritos limited-time product: “Late Night” with a matching slogan “Electrify your nights” 

(Figure 13), which is apparently the center piece of this ad, thus the use of electronic-like 

elements.  
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It is accurate to mention that this sample is focusing on functional appeals about this 

precise version of the product, highlighting the cut reminiscent of a lightning, thus, the 

electric style. 

The only role depicted in this advertisement is played by a famous male singer, Crowd Lu, 

it starts in a set similar to an office, after eating the chips, he starts dancing and playing 

instruments in an electronic fast-paced melody. At the end he says: Electrify your night. 

Figure 13 – Doritos Electrify your night 

 
Electric Night; Electrify your night. 

  
Crowd Lu, Taiwanese singer endorsing new product launch. 

 

Source: Compilation from YouTube (2011) 
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H) Crowd Lu. The power of Cheese (2012). Taiwan. 

Figure 14 – Doritos The Power of Cheese 

  

  
Crowd Lu, Taiwanese singer endorsing new product launch. 

 

Source: Compilation from YouTube (2012) 

 

This advert, just as the previous one, is part of a series-like commercials, embracing 

endorsement by young singer Crowd Lu, and functional appeals of the product.  

Visual emotions of main character are best described as excitement and a feeling of 

adventure, while he is skating over a ramp made of a cheese wave, inferring how a big 

imaginary wave of cheese flavor will invade once the product is eaten, he screams out of 

elation, right before the ad finishes he eats one more chip and the cycle of cheese waves starts 

again, at the last frame some simple copies making reference to the flavor state: “Extreme 

Power of Cheese” and “Kiln Baked Cheese Pizza.” (Figure 14).  
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I) Jam Hsiao. Explosive Cheese (2013). Taiwan. 

Figure 15 – Doritos Explosive Cheese 

 
Kiln baked cheese pizza flavor. 

  
Crowd Lu, Taiwanese singer endorsing new product launch. 

 

Source: Compilation from YouTube (2013) 

 

Once again, this sample follows the endorsement of the product by a famous singer, this 

time Jam Hsiao very popular among Doritos profiled target, back in the day, Hsiao was in the 

spotlight as he was participating in one of the most famous singing reality shows in China, 

Duets, also, he had just released his latest album The Song, which had some of his songs 

featured in different and important forums for the Taiwanese society, his song Let Go was 

selected as the official theme for the Brazil World Cup in the Taiwanese broadcasts (Qing, 

2014). Although no musical appeals or value paradox effect is used in this ad, a similar 

feeling of adventure remains alive, in a mix that focus the effort to let viewers understand all 

main values of the brand while at the same time explaining visually the explosiveness of the 

cheese flavor. In this edition, Hsiao portrays some sort of motocrosser traversing in a hostile 

world made out of cheese, with volcanos erupting cheese and hot melted cheese all over the 

place, he successfully manages to go about his day, along with his motorcycle. He looks 

adventurous with his futuristic clothes, he seems unstoppable. The ending copy goes well 
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along with Doritos values and reads: “多力多滋，易脆口感，爆濃起司，啟動妳的大膽能

量，多力多滋，放膽挑戰妳的能量” or its equivalent in English, “Take Courage and 

Challenge Your Limits”, (Figure 15), a copy that reflects the brand’s main values, to stand 

out, be different, go against the flow and to be bold. 

 

J) Jam Hsiao. Detonate Your High (2013). Taiwan. 

This sample, keeps in line with endorsing and functional appeals, again, famous singer 

Jam Hsiao is seen endorsing the brand, this time in a more realistic environment filled with 

lively elements, the musicalization of this ad, has rock style. 

The ad starts with the singer holding up in the air a Doritos chip while energetically 

screaming followed by a scene where he is portrayed playing a vigorous guitar solo using a 

Doritos chip as plectrum, accompanied by his band, live performing in a public space in 

Taipei City, near a famous building, in front of a big crowd that jumps and slams while 

waving bags of Doritos rhythmically to the song, an interesting fact is the platform where he 

and his band plays, it floats at certain altitude over the ground and crowd aided by some kind 

of crane, making the singer stand out even more, rendering the scene quite imposing, 

additionally, some lights and fireworks effects extol the ad. For the ending frames,  the copy 

says: “多力多斯, 引爆妳的 High” or translated into English “Doritos Detonate your High” 

complemented by the product pictures of their “Cheese” and “Electric Night flavors.” (Figure 

16).  
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Figure 16 – Doritos Detonate your high 

 
Jam Hsiao using a Doritos chip as plectrum. 

  
Detonate your high! Slogan used in this advert. 

 

Source: Compilation from YouTube (2013) 

 

K) Taxi Bold. For The Bold (2016). Taiwan. 

Figure 17 – Doritos Bold Taxi 

  

   

Source: Compilation from YouTube (2016) 

 

It was until 2016 when Doritos Taiwan finally fully embraced the global campaign For 

the Bold, in a very different form, rather than executing a TV advertisement like in Mexico, 

Doritos Taiwan made use of a BTL or below the line strategy, and used the brand’s social 

media channels to deliver. It consisted of two main parts, first, a nearly five minutes long 
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video used to promote the campaign (Figure 17) and a Facebook dynamic intended to create 

engagement among online audience (Figure 18). 

 

For the video, a good-looking Caucasian men plays the role of a modern and luxurious 

taxi driver, on board a shiny yellow Mustang, he parks near Taipei 101, and invites people to 

play some kind of roulette to get a challenge, people who accept, is then invited to solve the 

challenge and get some prizes. The ad starts with this gallant copy: “人生最大的風險， 就

是你不冒險，你敢就會得到，問題是你敢嗎？” interpreted in English: “The biggest risk 

in life is you never taking adventures, you try and you will make it, but do you dare?”.  

The first audacious participant is an old lady (Figure 19) whose challenge is to sing a 

cappella on board the taxi using a microphone and speakers, her prize is a free of charge ride 

within Taipei area, she decides to go to Shilin. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 18 – Doritos Bold Taxi; Facebook Post 

 

Source: Doritos Taiwan Facebook Post (2016) 
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Up next, a young couple (Figure 20) is lured by the sexy driver to approach the bold taxi, 

he then pulls out a tablet and invites the two curious passers-by to play, their challenge is a 

bit bolder, he must shave his head onboard the cab, while live broadcasting on Facebook, in 

the meantime she needs to run into stranger guys, and ask for a cellphone number before the 

taxi driver finishes shaving the guy’s head, their prize is a bit more appealing than the single-

way ride offered before, and it reaches a sum of one thousand New Taiwan Dollars. 

 

Lastly for this ad, a couple of girlfriends (Figure 21) is signaled by the driver to approach 

the taxi and then again he shows a tablet where the two should tap a button on-screen in order 

to roll the roulette and get their challenge and prize, the prize is a round trip ticket to visit the 

United States island, Guam, without further explanation, the driver asks the suspicious girls if 

Figure 19 – Doritos Bold Taxi; First Challenge. 

  
 

Source: Compilation from YouTube (2016) 

Figure 20 – Doritos Bold Taxi; Second Challenge. 

  
Shave head and get stranger’s phone number for NTD$ 10,000. 

 

Source: Compilation from YouTube (2016) 
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they suffer from high blood pressure or heart disease, both say no and ultimately accept their 

challenge, next they’re both taken somewhere outside Taipei by the mysterious taxi, once at 

their destination, an extremely adventurous test is disclosed, to perform a bungee jump 

without hesitations, in the next scene both girls are encouraging themselves to finally perform 

their jump, lastly, before wrapping up, they’re driven to the airport by the luxurious taxi and 

they run into the check-in lounge pushing a fully loaded luggage kart. For the final frames, 

the audacious yellow taxi rides high-speed through Taipei main avenues and streets by Xinyi 

district.  

 

 

 Doritos Taiwan, used this video to create engagement in social media, particularly on 

Facebook, via sponsored posts, this campaign got picked up by many followers of their page 

and turned into viral reaching more than 1.3 million views, after promoting this video, the 

second part of their strategy was lunched on November 2nd, 2016, it encouraged followers to 

make bold performances involving one of the many yellow cabs available in Taipei, then post 

those videos to their page and make people vote, prizes for the top three videos were a net 

amount of ten thousand New Taiwan Dollars for the third and second places, while one round 

ticket to Guam for the first place, nearly two hundred videos from followers were uploaded 

and subjected to voting. 

Figure 21 – Doritos Bold Taxi; Third Challenge. 

  
Bungee jumping for a free trip to Guam, USA. 

 

Source: Compilation from YouTube (2016) 
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4.4 Packaging and Flavors 

In both markets packaging has not varied abruptly, part of the global campaign 

adopted by Doritos since 2013, was to standardize the look and feel of their packaging. 

Outer colors used for their bags are correlated with flavors, gammas used go from red 

to different variations of green, purples and black colors, differentiation takes place according 

to spiciness level. Original flavor Nacho Cheese remains linked to red color in both markets, 

likewise other variations in chips shapes and flavors are similarly linked (Table 2). 

 

Table 2. 
Doritos’ Flavors No Spicy - Mild Spicy 

Mexico 

    
Nacho 3Ds Diablo Pizza 

Taiwan 

    

Nacho Extreme Cheese Golden Cheese Thai Pepper 
 

Source: Self-elaboration Doritos Mexico and Doritos Taiwan (2017). 
 

Doritos has separated flavors in two segments spicy and not spicy (Table 3), and 

colors in both markets are correlated in every segment.  

The whole idea of the brand to be bold and to dare audiences to try new things, is no 

doubts embedded in the seasoning of the chips, even Taiwanese are not as prone to 

indulgence with spicy snacks as Mexicans are, Doritos has wagered to bring fiery flavors into 

market so far have proven to be successful as more of these have been added to the portfolio.  
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Table 3. 
Doritos’ Flavors Very Spicy 

Mexico 

   
Flaming Hot Incognita Salsa Verde 

Taiwan 

   
Spicy Chicken Spicy Garlic American Hot Wings 

 

Source: Self-elaboration Doritos Mexico and Doritos Taiwan (2017). 

 

Each package portrays a Doritos logo as a banner followed by a heading that reads the 

flavor, additionally, a representative image of the chip’s shape contained in the bag is 

depicted.  

Also, Doritos in Taiwan, fashions a translation of the brand’s name, “多力多滋 ” 

which is a phonetic translation, according to the pinyin transliteration system its equivalent in 

roman alphabet is “duō lì duō zī”, however, there is also a possible reason of why those very 

characters were chosen for this translation, 多 duō means many or much;  力 lì represents 

power or energy; 滋 zī has different meanings some could be flavor, taste or even excitement 

depending on the context, with this in mind one could say that the Chinese name of Doritos 

means something like Much Energy, Much Taste / Excitement.  

One of the few differences found is that for Taiwanese versions, graphical flavor 

representations accompany the design, for example cheese splashes or other imagery to 

further illustrate the flavors. Occasionally and for limited time, Doritos’ unveilings cobranded 
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campaigns to capitalize marketing momentum on events like, movie premieres this has been 

adopted in both markets (Table 4). 

Table 4. 
Doritos’ Cobranded Packaging. 

 

Batman Vs. Superman The Movie (2016) 

  
Mexico Taiwan 

Source: Self-elaboration Doritos Mexico and Doritos Taiwan (2017). 

 

Ultimately, Doritos’ chips shape variation is consistent in each market, three main 

shapes are constantly shuffling, (1) the traditional triangular shape with rounded corners, (2) 

three-dimensional pyramid, and (3) the lightening shaped chip (Table 5).  

Table 5. 
Doritos’ Chips Shape 

 

   
1. Triangular 2. 3D Pyramid 3. Lightning shape 

Source: Self-elaboration Doritos Mexico and Doritos Taiwan (2017). 
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Chapter Five - Discussion 

5.1 Discussion 

The main goal of this thesis was to evidence the different communicative strategies 

taken by the same brand in different environments, how a global branding campaign has been 

modified to fit into the contrasting mindset of Taiwanese consumers and how cultural roots 

of each market have affected the implementation of brand values and marketing strategies 

from origin into Taiwan. Different sampled ads from both markets were scrutinized and 

decomposed in elements to understand the implicit and explicit cultural background. 

One main characteristic noted across every sampled ad from both countries is that 

main target for the brand is consistent, however, ads in each market varies consistently with 

literature regarding values, theme and execution (De Mooij, 2013). 

Findings in Mexican advertisements were consistent with Y. Lin, Koroglu, and Olson 

(2012) who concluded that in collectivistic countries, messages tend to flow easily due to 

interpersonal relationships within a group, this can be noted in the Mexican sampled ads with 

an elevated recurrence to use as a protagonist groups of friends with leaders. However, 

Taiwanese results contradicted the latter statement as sampled ads more frequently portray 

endorsers, which in these cases were all singers with high popularity within the targeted 

consumer profile.  

Scholars (De Mooij, 2010; Y. Lin et al., 2012; Ros & Schwartz, 1995; Usunier et al., 

2005) have concluded that cultural values in Western countries, for example some European 

countries and North America, have a culture’s level of individualism to strongly accentuate 

“I” — denoting awareness of private opinions and self-actualization. In contrast, collectivistic 

cultures, like Africa, Asia, and Latin America, mostly uses “we” — denoting consciousness 

of the relationships within groups. In this regard, although no strong or explicit use of 
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pronouns in the samples was found, almost every Mexican ad is about related to group 

activities. 

A group of friends having fun, enjoying their time together or having an adventurous 

moment is a recurrent scenario in Mexican versions (A, B, C, D & E). From the Mexican 

sampled ads only one starred an endorser (E) who used to be very popular in the 90’s, and 

some discussions among the public have been raised regarding whether or not the endorser is 

relevant to the targeted market.  

In both countries, value paradoxes were much more recurrent and powerful than 

collectivistic appeals. It is pretty evident the use of value paradoxes across every sampled ad, 

as the core of Doritos’ brand campaigns is to encourage targeted audience to get involved in 

fearless activities whether or not those activities go against social norms. 

Nevertheless, some appeals such as independence, self-expression, self-sufficiency, 

social acceptance and group actions with a leader (see appendix I, sections: A, B, C, D & E), 

would perfectly fit within an individualistic society. However, a paradox is created, as De 

Mooij (2013) asserted, paradoxes help increasing memorability and enhancing brand message. 

Zhang and Gelb (1996) associated high context cultures with collectivism, and 

asserted that, low context cultures are commonly linked with individualism. Generally, in 

collectivistic countries, messages tend to flow easily because of interpersonal relationships 

within the group, but there is an extended need for more explicit content in individualistic 

societies. In this regard, Taiwanese sampled ads tend to diverge, as functional appeals are 

explicitly represented in every sample, elements like flavor and shape are constantly stressed, 

both visually and auditively. 

One notorious appeal found in the Mexican sampled advertisements was sexual 

innuendo (A & B), subtly with double meaning elements scattered across ads, the brand tries 

hard to resemble sex, this appeal is largely used in masculine cultures like Mexico.  
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Taiwanese sampled ads lack of sex appeal, instead they make use of musical appeals 

which according with De Mooij and Hofstede (2010) and Y. Lin et al. (2012) this is a 

common recurrence in feminine cultures like Taiwan (see appendix I, sections: F, G, H, I & 

J), additionally, in certain discordance with collectivistic societies’ appeals, other than an 

endorser, no group activity is performed, instead, various characteristics from individualistic 

appeals are constantly adopted, for example: independence, self-expression and the 

importance of following one’s own goals (see appendix I, sections: F, I, J, K), according to 

Pasadeos and Chi (1992) and C. A. Lin (2001)those are persistent characteristics present in 

advertisements from westernized Chinese cultures like Taiwan, Hong Kong and Singapore. 

All implicit connotations strengthen the message given by Doritos’ campaign, 

encouraging viewers to go against the current, be different and stand out. Furthermore, 

functional appeals are depicted mostly at the end of the commercials, with phrases like 

“extreme power of cheese” (see appendix I, section: H) or some style references like 

“Electrify your night” (see appendix I, section: G).  

Marketers at Doritos are making attempts to convey consolidated value paradoxes that 

would create discussion in each market, as seen in the case of samples E) and F), two 

different approaches for the same result, irreverence, it creates engagement and starts 

conversations (Piaster & Arn, 2001).  

RQ 1: What appealing strategies are employed by Doritos in Taiwan to localize its 

product images? 

From origin, Doritos’ marketers produced a bold brand with highly connoted sexual 

appeals, impertinence and incentives for young adults to live a limitless life. However, in 

Taiwan were in general terms society is more feminine and reserved, these topics were left 

out, instead, other values and functional appeals have been used in their advertisements, such 

as musical appeals, endorsement by famous characters, and messages reinforcing product 
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benefits or differentiations have been broadly adopted. It was until the latest commercials that 

Doritos’ brought topics exalting irreverence but still in a very indirect way. 

RQ 2: How are Doritos’ product design and packaging localized in Taiwan? 

During the current research, the whole standard product line of Doritos in both 

Mexican and Taiwanese markets were subject of analysis, in general terms, localization in 

Taiwan has being strongly noted in reference with flavorings and spiciness level, but even 

though Doritos’ manufacturing sites are respectively fixed in each country, other elements, 

like packaging, product size presentations, chips’ coloring, shape and texture were find to be 

consistent in both markets. Flavors in Taiwan tend to be milder and even sweet in contrast 

with the counterpart flavors marketed in Mexico. 

 

5.2 Limitations and Recommendations for Future Research 

The limitations of this thesis are addressed as implicit recommendations for future 

research in the field of intercultural marketing.  

First and foremost, this research is limited in scope. The data set utilized for the 

purposes of this study was constrained and dramatically reduced by the availability of video-

based advertisements publicly available on social media channels of Doritos in each market. 

Generally, it was found that as part of their marketing strategy, Doritos removes adverts from 

previous campaigns. Moreover, samples from previous campaigns were obtained directly 

from portfolios of marketing agencies in charge of producing them, and the selection was not 

done randomly. 

Second, the analysis might be biased due to subjective impressions from the author 

who selected the samples (Collier & Mahoney, 1996). Assessing elements like implicit 

values, for example, is difficult for readers who lack an understanding of how those values 

can be established through images, audio, or video. 
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 Nonetheless, more studies like the present thesis can help scholars identify some 

common values, paradoxes exploited across different countries and the role that cultural 

background plays in the design of communicative strategies, in this analysis some differences 

of Taiwanese and Mexican markets for a particular product were identified, they can be used 

as a springboard for further assessments. 

Additionally, some assumptions in this study require a more in-depth analysis of the 

marketing appeals and values. For example, an appropriate method should be considered to 

help reducing possible author bias. 

Another important consideration for further research in this field is embrace more 

elements of a branding campaign. For example: assess online interactions like social media, 

websites as well as other offline features like magazine prints and radio advertisements.  
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Chapter Six - Conclusion 

This thesis uses a particular brand and product line to analyze the role of culture in 

communicative strategies brought to a global scene. Additionally, this study examines the 

implication of cultural values and value paradoxes as key modifiers in marketing strategies. 

The purpose of this thesis is to achieve an understanding the variation of communicative 

strategies adopted by the same brand in different environments and the localization of its 

products. 

A summary of conclusions is presented: 

1) Doritos’ brand communicative strategies have been modified to fit into the taste of 

Taiwanese buyers, adopting different appeals and values than those utilized in 

Mexican market. 

2) The values used in Taiwanese advertisements, recurrently represent the values of an 

individualistic society even though Taiwan has been rated as a collectivistic one, 

making an effect of value paradox, in harmony with Doritos’ brand values. 

3) One of the most remarkable value paradoxes adopted in branding campaigns directed 

to young adults and teenagers is irreverence because it creates conversations and 

engagement that usually takes place on social media, extending the reach of 

campaigns, and brand memorability.  

4) Product standardization across markets has been a long-time strategy adopted by 

Doritos, although, some characteristics like flavor and spiciness level were modified 

in order to fit Taiwanese buyers’ taste. 

The results of this analysis confirmed a significant and strong correlation between 

cultural values and marketing appeals adopted in the communicative strategies implemented 

by an international brand.  
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Appendices 

Appendix 1: Sampled Ads 

Mexico 

A. Zorris. Campaign: Abre la boca. Open your mouth (2011) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VqI-aaQ2454 

     
Three young female teenagers worried about others opinion in a casual social setting. Next they 
decide to change the rules and be whoever they want. At the end the slogan says: If you open your 
mouth many things can happen. 

 
B. Viajeros. Campaign: For The Bold (2013) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=60KH33cFTGU 

     

A group of three young friends arrive to a new destination for holidays, after opening the bag of 
Doritos, they start doing with a series of highly risky, adventurous activities. At the end police comes. 
For The Bold. 
 

C. Nintendo Tokens. Campaign: For The Bold (2016) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EwHUBCxrgFw 

     
Cobranded ad, with two male teenagers, play roles of bored friends at the house, nothing to do, they 
eat a chip of Doritos and suddenly the Mario Bros. characters come alive and start jumping around the 
house, while both teenagers are surprised. 
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D. Piramides. Campaign: For The Bold (2016) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RByK87OVa70 

     

A young adult male plays the role of an Egyptian emperor, he eats a Doritos chip and get the 
inspiration to create an upside down pyramid. 
 

E. Walter Mercado. Campaign: For The Bold (2016) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3MXaKoOFCPY 

     
A famous old man looking very feminine, eats a chip of Doritos, next he is traveling in the space. 
Many symbols are hidden around the scenes. 
 
Taiwan 
 

F. Wilber Pan (2009) – Do not eat or drink. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VfvPaAIL-bc 

     
A young teenager role played by famous singer Wilber Pan, defies the rules imposed by society, 
showing impertinence to the rules of MRT in Taipei that restrict eating after certain areas, he dances 
and mocks while eating Doritos crossing back and forth the limit line while the police officer can't do 
anything but watch. 
 

G. Crowd Lu (2011) – Electrify your nights. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=49Irr79DBx8 

     
Only role played by famous male singer, in a set similar to an office, after eating the chip he starts 
dancing and playing instruments in an electronic fast-paced melody.  At the end he says: Electrify 
your night! 
 

H. Crowd Lu (2012) – The power of cheese. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uh_wCqV4xQg 

     
Main role played by famous male singer. Inside a store, buying the product, he opens up a bag and 
eats one chip, next, he is surfing a wave of cheese, in an adventurous and energetic performance. 
Power of Cheese. 
 

I. Jam Hsiao (2013) - Explosive Cheese. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4vkPqhDEcLc 

     
Main role played by famous male singer. In a fantasy world, he seems to be representing a motocross 
pilot from the future, a huge volcano erupts cheese and chips, he then eats one of this chips, the scene 
bursts into waves of cheese that he starts crossing with his motorbike. 
 

J. Jam Hsiao (2013) - Detonate your high. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PfUyUcj_oBc 

     
Famous band of young rockers, are playing on stage, lots of energy in the environment, he uses a 
Doritos shaped guitar. The crowd waves and eats Doritos. 
 

K. For The Bold (2016). https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UDYH1Sco6dU&t=62s 

     
Handsome Caucasian young men plays the role of a modern and luxury taxi driver, he invites people 
to play some kind of roulette to get a challenge, people who accept, is then invited to solve the 
challenge and get some prices.  Participants first and old lady singing in Taiwanese, next a couple of 
boyfriends and lastly a couple of girlfriends. 
 
 




